


'Millions who laughed at Bush-bashing
satire still believed that the President
represented their interests better.'
1. 'Bush and Jesus' by
Robert Grossman. Rolling
Stone, 9 December 2004.
Art director: Amid Capeci.
Grossman's caricatures are
often acerbic, but his comic
airbrush style has a way of
lulling editors into a false
sense of security. Even this
commentary on George W.
Bush's fixation with his
saviour is a light-hearted,
rather than scalding critique.
2 and 3. 'George W. Bush'
and 'John F. Kerry'. Profiles
by Anthony Garner, Diari AVUI
[Catalan daily newspaper],
2 November 2004. While
exploiting the same physical
quirks as Grossman, Garner
sharpens his barbs by giving
Bush a sinister mouth,
nose and eyebrows. This
harsh representation would
be frowned upon by American
editors. Kerry, by comparison
seems merely churlish.

(and Henry Kissinger as Jiminy Cricket standing on his nose) was a
memorable icon of opposition that referenced pop culture to sear an image
of the President's foreign and domestic blunders into the public's
consciousness.

Persuasive caricatures use 'disfigurement' as a means to an end, but must
never be the end in itself. 'Assuming the caricature makes a clear and
poignant statement about the caricatured subject,' explains British-born,
Barcelona-based caricaturist Anthony Garner, 'it should be capable of
persuading, dissuading or reaffirming views.' Garner, whose work appears
in El País, El Triangle, and El Diari de la Pau, further compares successful
caricature to mass advertising that 'taps into the subconscious mind, which
will inevitably have an influence on the audience's opinion.' True enough,
but the problem with much editorial caricature today, particularly in
the us, is it has become an equal opportunity jokester that often takes
a comical position without fear, favour or conviction regarding a particular
issue - which renders the entire artform innocuous. When both right
and left are mocked equally, caricature becomes little more than tit for tat.
Public personalities do not fear caricature as they once did; in fact, they are
honoured to be graphically distorted as a right of passage.

Even when caricature tries to be strident, as it was with a 2003 cover for
Germany's Der Spiegel hyper-realistically showing George W. Bush
and his war council as a band of blood-lusty Rambos and ninjas (an overt
reference to the sabre-rattling us administration) it was welcomed by
the White House as a flattering portrait. 2

In many quarters, caricature is viewed as a humorous respite for readers
who are regularly bombarded with bad news. In fact, Grossman wonders
'What's wrong with supplying a little laughter and diversion in a slightly
grim world?' But he adds, Tunny doodles may exert some butterfly-wing
influence somewhere down the line, but I'd hate to have to prove it.' Proof
positive may also be difficult because when caricature is commissioned
today, editors and art directors often impose a caveat that the subject cannot
look too grotesque, lest it unfairly slander the individual or overtly reveal
a newspaper or magazine's bias.3

While this caveat is not censorship, it nonetheless keeps caricaturists
from making tough, world-influencing statements. 'Editors don't tell
you "don't do this",' says Portuguese caricaturist Andre Carrilho, whose
exquisitely rendered airbrushed and Photoshopped facial distortions
appear frequently in UK, American and Portuguese periodicals. 'They just
ask you to do something more illustrative, with less of a personal opinion.'
But even these editors and art directors accept their dictates from above
and Carrihlo argues that today the real power in need of criticism is the
economic one that owns the newspapers and televisions 'We [caricaturists]
are all freelancers now, we have no work contracts, no job security,' he adds.
'We have to walk a very thin line between doing what the employer wants
and what the artist wants.'

Today caricaturists are often jesters for hire. The high visibility of
C. F. Payne's optically distorted, realistically rendered portrait/caricatures
in major us national news magazines implies his work has some gravity,
but he argues that the artform has taken a hit because news magazines are
concerned less with strong conceptual caricature, and more about
routine illustration. 'News editors don't believe art or caricature is relevant
in their newsrooms,' says Payne. 'If I do get a job that requires an idea,
I am being directed to illustrate with the same old tired cliches. I don't wish
to give the impression that I am smarter or sharper than all the editors
and art directors in the news world, I just feel that if they had the desire to dc
better work, there are plenty of talented artists ready to oblige.'

In the us, the New Yorker is one of the last bastions of caricature. Chris
Curry, an art director responsible for much of the magazine, says:
'It is definitely still possible for an illustrator to make savage critiques of
public or political figures... in the privacy of their own studios. It seems that
getting these drawings published is another story. There seem to be fewer
great venues that are willing to publish caricature with pith.'
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Meyerowitz obviously wishes publishing outlets were more open to risk,
however, he admits that caricature is no longer the critical ammunition for
other reasons. 'Satire in magazines became irrelevant when [the us comedy
series] Saturday Night Live broadcast its first show in 1975 and Chevy Chase
caricatured [former President] Gerald Ford. Now the politics of insult
on television talk shows or the front page of a Murdoch tabloid has over-
whelmed us. It's difficult to distinguish real insight among the visual and
written clutter we are drowning in.'

Why then was the 1960s, which had a fair share of TV programs, a golden
age of modern editorial caricature? The Vietnam War (which was broadcast
nightly on the evening news) and many of the hawkish politicians of the
day had a polarising effect in the us and around the world. Underground
newspapers and comics were operating with total free will. As a
consequence of the growing anti-war and anti-government protests main-
stream magazines and newspapers were more apt to reveal editorial
opposition through images, and employed caricaturists like Edward Sorel,
David Levine, Ralph Steadman and Gerald Scarfe because they were among
the best of their breed.

Yet Grossman, who produced some of his most effective work during that
period, argues 'The 1960s are overrated. The 1920s and 30s today look like
periods of great creativity in the arts. [Because] The 1940s and 50s engendered
a degree of conformity and caution that is understandable in terms of world
events at the time. That couldn't go on forever and so in the 1960s there was
a general loosening up in all quarters that included (microscopically) editors
giving a freer hand to caricaturists than they had lately had.'

But what may have been microscopic to Grossman appeared as a flood-
gate for many others. Of course the health of caricature is relative to the
tenor of different periods, and is dependent on those key individuals - artists
and editors - who take chances. The 1970s, for example, in Portugal marked
the end of 50 years of dictatorship and the consequent struggle for power
between left wing parties. Andre Carrilho notes that caricature 'was at
the centre of things, influencing and criticising.' But today a comeback of
conservative trends are adversely affecting some of the social conquests
of the twentieth century, and he feels caricature is necessary again and will
find outlet: 'Because the media and political parties are controlled by
corporations, people tend to find other ways of expressing an opinion.'

During the 1980s the UK television series Spitting Image created by
Cambridge caricaturists Peter Fluck and Roger Law was a boon to caricature,
and satire in general. It was also bridge between traditional art and electronic
media. Spitting Image brought caricature literally to life through foam
puppets that recalled the acerbic graphic work of eighteenth-century English
satirists Thomas Rowlandson, George Cruikshank and James Gillray.
The show zealously tackled controversial issues with scathing humour,
and although about half the show's weekly airtime was devoted to poking
fun at entertainment and cultural figures, the rest was political attacks
on Reagan ('Reagan's Missing Brain'), Thatcher (as a dominatrix), The Pope,
the British Royal Family, and ministers and power-brokers galore.
Despite occasional threats of retaliation, English TV was far more tolerant
than its American counterpart, which nervously aired a less acerbic
version of Spitting Image on NBC. Here, network execs had removed almost
all the political material from the four shows in favour of skits about pop
stars, such as Barbra Streisand and Madonna, and movie characters such
as Rambo. What was potentially a tonic for strident caricature in the us laid
a ratings egg. Yet it did, however, remind certain editors that entertainment
caricature was useful - and that humour for its own sake had value.

For much of the 1980s and 90s political caricaturists had a few editorial
havens, yet even they were subject to the vicissitudes of new editors
or art directors who may have lacked the faith in caricature. Rolling Stone,

which published a healthy diet of Ralph Steadman's savage political satire in
the 1970s, ultimately settled for snacks of clever rock personality caricatures,
even though it continued to cover politics. Esquire, once a wellspring of
caustic graphic comedy, tightened its belt on political graphics when politics

'Caricature and satire provide a
rich environment for the people who
agree with you to soldier on.'

4. 'Operation Desert Sales' by
Rick Meyerowitz, The National
Lampoon, February 1991, for
a story written and illustrated
by Meyerowitz.
5. 'Katharine Hepburn' by
Andre Carrilho, The New York
Times Book Review,
August 2003. Art Director:
Steven Heller.
6. 'Sylvia Path and Ted
Hughes' by Andre Carrilho,
The New York Times Book
Review, March 2004,
Art Director: Steven Heller.
7. 'Home of the Whopper' by
Steve Brodner, Rolling Stone,
February 2004, Art Director:
Amid Capesi. Brodner takes
no prisoners when he dishes
out the graphic ridicule, which
he insists is rooted in truth.
Here he attacks George W.
Bush for an increasingly large
credibility gap - that he slings
on the public like a short-
order cook. As Brodner sadly
notes, no amount of satire
changed the way 51 per cent
of the American population
voted in 2004.
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'Successful caricature, like
mass advertising, taps into the
subconscious mind.'

8. 'Jesse Ventura' by
C. F. Payne, Penthouse, 2000.
Art director: Frank Devino.
The professional wrestler who
was elected in the 1990s as
the independent party
Governor of Minnesota was a
perfect subject for Payne, who
virtually sculpts his distorted
portraits out of paint and
pastel. Pather than ridicule or
criticise, he simply illustrates
the 'idea' of Ventura.
9. 'Cathy Bates' by C. F.
Payne, Entertainment Weekly,
1993. Art director: Geraldine
Messier. Payne says he is
rarely called upon for satiric
commentary, his caricatures
are commissioned to enhance
a story rather than cast
aspersions on his subjects.
10. 'Vladimir Putin' by C. F.
Payne, Reader's Digest, 2001.
Art director: Vicki Nightingale.
11. 'Monica's Book' by Robert
Grossman, The New York
Observer, February 1999.
Editor: Peter Kaplan. The
subject is Monica Lewinsky's
book about President Clinton.

was no longer stylish - although during the early 1990s it gave a valuable
piece of regular editorial real estate to independent us caricaturist Steve
Brodner for images that routinely savaged the blunderers in high offices.

While this single page could be considered but a drop in the bucket
compared to the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Brodner, whose recent
book of uncompromising caricatures Freedom Fries skewers politicos, sees
this nostalgia as counterproductive. 'Its time to stop beating ourselves up,
comparing ourselves to [Thomas] Nast,' he asserts. Tommy operated in a pre-
mass-advertising, pre-mass-magazine, pre-mass-newspaper, pre-Vaudeville,
pre-Broadway, pre-radio, pre-motion picture, pre-television and pre-Internet
world. Let's get real. Today we all have a voice and it's up to all of us to do
our best to tell the truth.' Furthermore, he says, a caricaturist (or political
cartoonist) has an avowed mission that he calls 'a cry out in the night for
justice. It's a person saying to the big guy to stop beating up the little guy.'

Yet for all the passion injected into his art, even under the best of
circumstances in the most visible of media, Brodner accepts there is a limit
to satire's effectiveness. 'Millions laughed at an avalanche of Bush-bashing
satire [on American TV'S] Saturday Night Live and The Daily Show (with
John Stewart) and then went in and voted for him because they believed he
represented their interests better. Laughter does not a priori translate into
action,' he says, but adds: 'Alas, Charlie Chaplin didn't stop Hitler with his
movie. Should he not have made it then?' Caricature and satire connect
in unknowable ways, he adds. 'It provides a rich environment for the people
who agree with you to soldier on. Strong ideas represented in print add
to the electricity of a moment. The right constellation of influences, I believe,
can facilitate change.'

The fate of caricature is determined by forces beyond the caricaturists',
editors', art directors' and even the publishers' control. By all accounts,
printed caricature is losing its audience in large part because newspaper
circulation is declining. In the us this is actually a precipitous drop. 'In order
to survive and keep in touch with its audience, caricature should move to
other mediums like TV and the Internet,' suggests Brodner. And Grossman
adds, 'I believe the present time, especially with the development of the
Internet, has vastly more outlets for irreverence of all kinds, some of it good,
a lot of it terrible. Whether it has any effect good or bad, who knows.'

Grossman is right to be sceptical. Even if visual criticism has found a new,
unregulated outlet (and an increasing number of websites4 feature caricature
and cartoons), the downside is that newspapers and magazines, which are
still considered the media of record, are forsaking viable critical caricature in
favour of space filler. 'Caricature should entertain,' says Brodner, 'but it's
got to do more than that, otherwise its power and potential is being wasted.
Caricature without comment is like taking a shower with your raincoat
on. It would be like if front pages of big newspapers were to be given over to
stories about Paris Hilton and Scott Peterson. Er, wait a minute...'

C. F. Payne has an even more sobering, if caricatured view of the press:
'Instead of there being lots of high energy, I see one, big BLAH. The baby-boom
generation that constantly wants to look back at their youth with starry eyes
and idealism have become tired, fat, self-absorbed, cynical and quite frankly
boring. They have outdone their parents' generation.'

But caricature is not entirely dead. Many of the masters are still appear-
ing, and a few new talents have emerged. Even some press outlets continue
to regularly publish relentless critiques, like UK caricaturist Steve Bell, whose
biting editorial cartoons for The Guardian offer the British daily's readers
a regular display of monstrous, grotesque, and scary depictions of Bush, Blair
and other leaders created in the manner of Gillray and Cruickshank.
Although Bell's work may fit into the traditional editorial cartoon genre, he
rises above its cliches with intrepid caricatures designed to both illuminate
and offend.

Despite the failure of editors and art directors to support caricature the
way it should be, it retains the power to expose the powerful in ways that
even many of the edited video clips in Michael Moore's documentaries
fail to do. Caricatures are iconic, and like monuments to buffoonery they can
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'You see caricatures that appeared in
the news media worn at every major
political demonstration.'

12. 'Karl Rove' by Steve
Brodner, The New Yorker, May
2003. Art Director: Owen
Phillips. By depicting Rove as
a croupier Brodner reveals
the kind of power of George
W. Bush's political advisor
wields behind the scenes.
To achieve the most effective
result, the concept rather
than the distortion of the face
bears the heaviest weight of
the caricature.
13. 'Euphemisms' by
Anthony Garner, Diari AVUI,
13 April 2003, showing a
gryphon-like US Secretary of
Defense Donald Rumsfeld.

stand forever (prominently posted on walls, refrigerators, and other visible
venues). Strong caricatures continue to spark conversation, says Anthony
Gamer: 'I still hear people around me from time to time talking about
a caricature of Blair, Bush or whoever, that they recently saw in the news-
paper. I also regularly see caricatures that appeared in the news, worn by
a number of participants at every major political demonstration.'

Curry reports that The New Yorker received wonderful, solicited and
unsolicited political drawings throughout recent years and especially during
election; most, unfortunately, too heavy-handed to publish.' Yet she notes
some memorable ones ran, including, Ed Sorel's Wizard of Oz 'Rumor of
the Week' where Colin Powell (as the cowardly lion) is sneaking away from
Condoleezza Rice (as Dorothy), Cheney (the tin man), Dubya (the
Scarecrow), and Rumsfeld as Toto in a little basket, as well as Istvan Banyai's
illustration of Michael Moore reaching through a window like King Kong,
while Cheney and Powell scheme at a table over a map of the world.
These illustrations indicate that yes, caricature is definitely as powerful
as it once was, and yes, we are all hungry to see more of these great
renderings on the page,' adds Curry, '[but] publications in general, seem
much more careful about expressing their political leanings.'

'Careful' is the operative word, but it is possible that this reluctance to
make waves will be altered by overwhelming events. Politically, the 1990s
did not offer up as many venal leaders as the 1960s (or 30s), which
of course limited the incentive for strong caricature. But, so far, the 21st
century is rife with viable target packages (to use military-speak).
And as C. F. Payne says: 'If publishers, editors and art directors have the
desire to make art and caricature relevant to the public, they have
to make the effort. The talent is out there, ready, willing and able, if those

1. At the height of the Vietnam build-up, Johnson had emergency appendectomy surgery. Afterwards
he agreed to be photographed raising his shirt while pointing to his scar. Levine took the opportunity to
combine a highly visible news image with a scathing political indictment.
2. After this caricature was published, Der Spiegel's editors received calls from the American embassy in
Bonn, and the White House in Washington, requesting copies to hang in their respective offices. None-
theless the image was adopted as a poster by some us anti-war organisations.
3.1 know, because I've reluctantly said this to artists myself.
4. Internet sites such as Annoy.com provide a regular diet of Photoshop caricatures, but the quality and
acuity is inconsistent.
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